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Abstract—Time synchronization in wireless sensor node
networks is a hot topic. Many papers present various software
algorithms and hardware solutions to keep accurate time
information on mobile nodes. In terms of real life applications
wireless sensor nodes are preferred in many domains, starting
with simple room monitoring and finishing with pipeline
surveillance projects. Positioning applications are far more
restrictive on timekeeping accuracy, as for the velocity of nodes
calculations precise time or time difference values are needed.
The accuracy of time information on nodes has to be always
correlated with the application requirements. In this paper, we
present some considerations regarding time synchronization
linked with specific needs for individual practical applications.
A practical low energy method of time keeping at node level is
proposed and tested. The performances of the proposed
solution in terms of short and long term stability and energy
requirements are analyzed and compared with existing
solutions. Simulation and experimental results, some
advantages and disadvantages of the method are presented at
the end of the paper.
Index Terms—time synchronization, wireless sensor node,
network protocol, lifetime estimation, clock drift

I. INTRODUCTION
The main idea when developing a sensor network is to
obtain a low-power network of nodes, each of them
integrating a microcontroller, a number of local sensors and
an energy source or even mini-actuators [1-2]. These sensor
networks have the ability to measure different electrical and
non-electrical parameters and may be used to monitor the
integrity of structures in real time, to monitor pipelines, to
measure the local temperature, humidity, luminosity, to
detect the position and eventually the velocity of each
individual mobile node.
High precision synchronization algorithms are reported
with as-low-as micro-second precision [3-10], but only in
few practical situations this kind of accuracy is really
needed. Even with the time theoretically synchronized so
precisely, there are other factors influencing the overall
behavior of each individual node or the whole system.
Considering only the clock drift due to temperature
variations or crystal aging, radio signals propagation delay
and processing time on node microcontroller level, the
overall
time
synchronization
accuracy
decreases
dramatically.
In time dependant applications, no time steps are allowed
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as events have to be recorded in an ascendant order. The
same is implemented in the NTP - Network Time Protocol
[11], the protocol used to synchronize the clock of
computers. If the difference between the time information
received by the node from the reference node and the local
clock is greater than a certain value, the local node clock
needs to be adjusted by modifying the reference clock
frequency, like in the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [11].
This operation is time, processing power and energy
consuming. When a local Real Time Clock (RTC) is
involved, there is no need for time steps if the local clock
drift is low enough and/or the re-synchronizations are made
frequently.
II. TIME SYNCHRONIZATION ALGORITHMS FROM THE
ENERGY CONSUMING PERSPECTIVE
Many time synchronization software algorithms were
developed during the last years, most of them derived from
the NTP algorithm used in computer networks, while others
were developed from the beginning. Despite the diversity of
time keeping solutions, in the vast majority of applications,
the algorithms need to run on wireless sensor nodes
individually powered by their own batteries. One may also
take into consideration applications involving such wireless
nodes, energy being the most restrictive resource. We do not
focus on applications having their nodes supplied from the
mains or from a wired power supply system, as the time
synchronization solutions in such cases are not relevant as
the time information may be transmitted through the wire,
without any radio communication. Even if the radio
communication is used to collect data as well as for time
synchronization, the energy consumed by the nodes does not
affect their lifetime and is not a critical design requirement.
In this paragraph, we present in brief the main algorithms,
focusing mostly on the synchronization precision and energy
requirements instead on the working mechanism itself [333].
The Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS)
algorithm uses a scheme in which each node sends reference
beacons to their neighbors, using physical-layer broadcasts.
A reference broadcast does not contain explicit timestamp
information. Receivers use its arrival time as a reference for
comparing their own clocks. RBS can be used without any
external time reference, forming a relative local timescale or
can maintain microsecond-level synchronization to an
external one, such as UTC, if the central node is
synchronized with an external source, like a GPS or an NTP
time server. The real time may be kept on a central control
node, or on a computer running the core application
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software.
The main limitation of the RBS algorithm is it requires a
network with a separate physical broadcast channel. It
cannot be implemented in a point to point network.
However, it is applicable for a wide range of applications in
both wired and wireless networks where a broadcast domain
exists and higher-precision or lower energy synchronization
is required. If both high precision and low energy are
required simultaneously, RBS is not the best solution, at
least in battery powered applications.
The Timing-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks (TPSN)
has been developed to overcome the limitations of the RBS.
In TPSN the wireless sensor nodes are arranged in a virtual
tree and a root node is designated. Starting from the root
node to the most distant node the time synchronization
procedure is performed by exchanging the time messages.
The precision is two times higher than the RBS due to the
two-way exchanged messages and the MAC layer time
stamping. If for some reasons the root node is unavailable
(out of range due to difficult propagation conditions, power
failure, hardware or software failures, etc.), a new root node
election process is started and a new tree is rebuilt. In terms
of energy, TPSN is not recommended for highly mobile
sensors, as at each tree rebuilt each node consumes extra
power for resynchronization.
Single broadcast time-stamped messages are used to
synchronize the time of the receiving nodes in Flooding
Time Synchronization Protocol (FTSP). Synchronization
errors and clock drift at wireless sensor node level are
minimized using MAC layer timestamp and linear
regression, respectively. There is no root node, as in multihop networks FTSP dynamically elects the root node. The
elected root node maintains the reference time, while all
other nodes will be synchronized using this information.
Energy requirements are higher at the root node compared to
the rest of nodes, thus generating different lifetimes of the
batteries.
Greunen and Rabaey [3] proposed the Lightweight Treebased Synchronization (LTS) focusing on simplifying the
synchronization algorithm complexity rather than
maximizing the accuracy. The main idea is the required
maximum time synchronization accuracy in wireless sensor
network is relatively low, so there is no need to have ultraprecise time information on node level. A spanning tree
needs to be constructed initially, pairwise synchronization
being done along the n-1 edges of the tree. As clock drift at
node level is generally constant, the reference node
calculates the time interval the single synchronization step is
valid. In this topology, the tree depth should be minimized,
as it affects the time information on nodes on edges. As
keeping the time at node level requires the microcontroller
to keep running all the time (even in low power mode), the
energy requirements are high enough for this protocol not to
be very effective in low power applications. Also, due to
different clock drifts on different node (due to temperature
variations for example), the time between two consecutive
synchronizations may need to be reduced, thus affecting the
lifetime of the nodes.
Complex time synchronization and time keeping
algorithms require complex hardware and software
solutions, and is high energy demanding. Wireless sensor
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nodes are not designed for time keeping. If the accuracy of
the time is not under several milliseconds, instead of
synchronizing the time every time the network topology
changes it may be a good solution to get the information
from a local separately powered clock.
In order to keep the local clock running on nodes in a
wireless sensor network, the microcontrollers must be in the
active run mode during the intervals the time information is
required. During stand-by, sleep and deep-sleep modes there
is no time information available on the node. Even the
synchronization algorithms are able to assure the
synchronization of the local clock by using the information
transmitted by neighbor nodes, this also uses radio
communications. If the processor is in the active running
mode all the time, the energy requirements are too high and
the "low-power" constrain for the node is not fulfilled.
Current consumption in microcontrollers increases directly
with the clock frequency, so the application designers try to
keep this frequency as low as possible, in order to keep the
consumption down. These techniques are not compatible
with applications where time synchronization is mandatory.
Enough powerful energy resources are necessary in order
for a wireless sensor node to keep a good local time.
Solutions with GPS receivers, local NTP time servers,
OCXO (Oven-Controlled Crystal Oscillator) local
oscillators and other similar ones are not to be considered in
any practical situations, due to their high-energy demands.
For a GPS receiver to work on such a node, at least 0.5 to
5 Wh of energy is required. A regular battery pack has at
most 8 to 16 Wh, which means the node is able to run no
more than 3 to 32 hours with the GPS module in running
state (we have not to forget the other components are also
running at the same time, including the microcontroller).
Even if the GPS receiver is activated only just before
transmitting the data (in order to put real timestamp marks
on events), the necessary running time of the GPS receiver
is about 3 to 5 minutes (for hot-sync), thus reducing the
battery life. A good local NTP server also implies costs and
energy consuming components. An OCXO time source
could not be seriously considered in any low-power batterypowered application.
If the nodes are powered from the mains - due to the
reasons presented above, the wireless communication may
not be necessary. There are available, for example, power
line communication solutions at very low prices. If power
cords connect to each individual node, the wireless
transmission may be not necessary and not always desirable.
III. LOCAL CLOCK STABILITY ON WIRELESS SENSOR NODES
In terms of application requirements, both short term and
long term stability of the local RTC on nodes are important.
For short term stability - minutes, even tens of minutes,
when the microcontroller is powered continuously, there is
really no need to resynchronize the local node clock too
frequently, as for small time intervals the crystal oscillator
drift is low enough in order to assure accurate time [34-36].
When taking into consideration long term stability - days,
even weeks, we do not have to count on microcontroller's
crystal stability, as the energy requirements are too high.
Both for short term and long term situations, the local
RTC (including a regular crystal) is a good solution in terms
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In order to overcome these limitations we propose a
practical method to synchronize the clock of each node by
using a local RTC (Real Time Clock) circuit. Periodically,
the time is synchronized over the wireless interface, but the
time information is maintained locally, with very low energy
requirements. The novelty of the proposed solution is linked
to the synchronization strategy. By knowing the precision
requirements of the time-stamping process we adapt the
interval between two synchronizations over the wireless
interface in order to be at the maximum possible value.
MC & RTC Clock initialization

RTC sync with central node
master clock on radio comm.

Transfer RTC time to node
microcontroller and sync.
Figure 1. Crystal frequency vs. temperature. [14 si DS3231 datasheet]

If a higher precision is required, the crystal may be
temperature compensated (TCXO), with drift as low as 1-2
ppm for the entire range of working temperature, from -40
to +85 degrees [15]. A summary of the energy requirements
versus time synchronization accuracy is presented in Table
I.
TABLE I.

Energy /
Accuracy
Short
term
Long
term

Measure and time stamp
of measured data

Local data recording

ENERGY REQUIREMENTS VERSUS TIME SYNCHRONIZATION
ACCURACY
Microcontrolle
r crystal

Radio
synchronization
protocols

Local RTC
circuit

Low / High

Medium / High

Low / High

High / Low

High / High

Low / High

Set the alarm for the next interrupt
minutes / hours / days

Microcontroller in
sleep/deep-sleep mode
RTC in battery-backup mode

IV. LOCAL REAL TIME CLOCK AS A HIGH PRECISION AND
LOW ENERGY SOLUTION
Our scenario includes a network of sensors, and each of
them has local sensors measuring the temperature. One of
the main requirements, at regular intervals - usually from 1
to 10 minutes, the measured values need to be time stamped
and recorded in node's local non-volatile memory. It is
imperative for the time stamping information to be as
accurate as possible, preferably with less than 100
milliseconds. Periodically, at intervals varying from 12 to 48
hours, the recorded values are transmitted from the nodes to
the central coordinator.
The above conditions may be achieved by using a
network of regular battery-powered wireless sensor nodes.
Time synchronization may be done via wireless using one of
the known protocols.
Regarding the time-stamping of measured data there are
two possibilities: one of them is to keep the clock running at
each node level all the time and the other is to synchronize
the time every time a measurement is made. In the first case,
the energy requirements are probably high enough for the
method not to be adequate due to high energy consumption,
without taking into consideration the drift of the local clock.

Time interval
greater than Tmax

yes

yes

Time interval
greater than Tsend

no

no

Send data to central node and
synchronize the local RTC time
with the central node master clock

Figure 2. Block diagram of the proposed time synchronization method
using a local real time circuit on every wireless sensor node

By taking into account the drift of local RTC clock it is
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possible to obtain the desired accuracy using local time
information only for periods from several hours to several
days. After the initialization phase of the microcontroller,
the node local clock is synchronized with the central node
clock. A first measurement is made and recorded locally.
The alarm on the node is set for the next wake-up time
(current time plus Tmax). During the interval between two
consecutive temperature measurements the microcontroller
is in sleep / deep sleep mode (depending on the hardware
architecture) while the RTC is running in battery backup
mode. When the time for alarm arrives, the RTC interrupt
line will be activated. Periodically (Tsend), the measured
values which are stored locally in the non volatile
microcontroller's memory are transferred to the central node,
in parallel with a time synchronization of node local RTC.
In multiple node network this interval may be set to
different values in order to avoid collisions on the wireless
interface.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED TIME
KEEPING LOW ENERGY SOLUTION
The hardware used for performance testing was build
around an ATMEGA168 microcontroller on an Arduino
platform and a DS3231SN RTC circuit (Fig. 3). The RTC
was battery powered in stand-by mode (on pin 14) by a 3.0V
CR2032 Lithium cell with a nominal capacity of 225mAh
(Fig. 4).
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appear. In this mode the consumption is only about
100nA@1.8V. The interrupt pin of the microcontroller is
connected to the output interrupt pin of the RTC circuit
which is programmed, after a measurement cycle, to
generate an alarm.
In Fig. 3 it is shown also the diagram of the circuit used to
validate the proposed solution. A PC Computer runs the
software used to compare the differences between the time
information delivered by the microcontroller and the real
time. The PC is synchronized with the NTP (Network Time
Protocol) from a local source, a time server running
FreeBSD operating system, a GPS receiver and a GPS
disciplined Rubidium Oscillator (RbXO) 1PPS (Pulse Per
Second) time source. By measuring the difference between
the time delivered by the microcontroller and the PC time
one may obtain quantitative information about the precision
of the proposed solution.
The RTC circuit has a time granularity of 1 second. This
may be unacceptable for applications with low duty-cycles
(for example the transmission interval of the measured
values from sensors are five minutes) [38]. But we have to
remember the drift is very low, so there is no need so
synchronize with the master node every time a transmission
is made.
The proposed scheme for time synchronization for a node
with local RTC circuit is presented below in Fig. 4.
Master node clock
microsecond precision
transfer

RTC clock

1 second precision
transfer

Node clock

Run with microsecond
precision
Figure 4. Time
and the node clock

Figure 3. Block diagram of the system used for comparing the stability of
the RTC clock with the stability of a GPS disciplined Rubidium Oscillator
(RbXO)

The measured consumption of the RTC was about 2.1µA
at 19 degrees Celsius, thus determining a backup-battery
lifetime of more than 10 years (considering also the leakage
current when the main power supply is present, about
100nA). In running mode the power was assured by the 5V
power supply from the Arduino platform or, alternatively,
by a pair of 1.5V cells, without affecting the generality of
the proposed solution. The RTC circuit is powered only for
the moments the measurements are made (up to 10 seconds),
the rest of the time only the backup battery supply is active
(5 minutes up to several hours).
The node microcontroller was programmed to work in
power-down mode [38] (with oscillator off and all other
internal blocks disabled) waiting for the next interrupt to
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transfer

operations

between

the

master

node

All the synchronization operations on the radio interface
are done only if the time difference between the last sync
and the current time is greater than a reference value,
determined by experiments. For example, if the precision of
the time stamp on each measurement is several milliseconds,
Tmax may be of several hours, days to more than a month.
Even for higher precisions, if the time from the RTC is
transferred to the microcontroller clock, the synchronization
precision between the time on the microcontroller node and
the master clock is better than 1 second as declared in [38].
By enabling the square wave 1Hz output of the RTC circuit
will bring the opportunity to use the signal fronts to better
sync the time on the microcontroller.
Even the granularity of the RTC clock is 1 second the
synchronization operation with the master node clock is
made with microsecond precision or at the best possible
precision given by the software synchronization algorithm
implemented in the respective wireless sensor node network.
As a comparison, this means even if the clock is displayed
with only seconds, the precision of the respective clock may
be better than that. The same situation is present in the
computer clocks, where the time is displayed with only
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seconds but the difference between the local time and the
time server may be of only several microseconds.
In order to be able to compare the lifetime of a batterypowered wireless sensor node in both cases, the first one
with the time synchronized by using a radio protocol and the
second one when the time is provided by the local clock
with a minimum of radio communication activity, we need
to know the exact energy consumption of the
microcontroller running the time synchronization algorithm.
We may ignore the energy consumption of the sensors and
for the execution of other software routines because they are
time synchronization independent activities.
By analyzing the clock synchronization algorithms used
in wireless sensor networks, one may conclude all of them
imply frequent radio transmissions operations, the most
energy consuming job on every wireless sensor node,
regardless of their structure, implementation, operating
system, etc. For example, when synchronizing the clock
over the wireless connection, the current consumption of a
CC2431 from the battery is about 17mA / 19mA for Tx/Rx
modes respectively [14], well above the maximum of 300
µA (@5.5VDC) consumed by the DS3231 RTC chip in
active running mode [37].
Regarding the operating conditions, the operating
temperature interval of DS3231SN is from -45 ºC to +85 ºC,
so all kinds of applications are well covered, without the
necessity to thermal conditioning the whole electronic
module due to this device. The typical operating circuit for
DS3231 is shown below [37].
VI. ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED SOLUTION
In order to justify the utility of the proposed time
synchronization method, a few advantages - compared with
the previous existing solutions, have to be presented:
1. No radio communication with nodes is necessary when
a new measurement is done at the node level because the
time stamping information is provided locally, by the RTC
chip. This may be done in large intervals, depending on the
measurement duty cycle and the RTC clock drift.
2. The power requirements of the proposed solution are
much lower due to low power consumption of the local RTC
chip compared with the consumption of the communication
circuitry.
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the time interval between two consecutive measurements is
between 1 and 60 minutes with an estimated accuracy better
than 10ms (Fig. 5). In such a case, the maximum drift of the
RTC will be about 7ms.
4. Radio frequency spectrum usage is radically reduced,
as only a few percent of the total communication time is
used in this solution. Also, by carefully choosing a flood
synchronization algorithm between the central node and the
mobile nodes, the energy requirements are drastically
reduced.
5. The proposed synchronization method has a low degree
of vulnerability against attacks, as the time received from
the central node may be always compared with the local
clock, and in case of differences greater than a certain
predefined value, the information received on the radio
interface may be neglected. For extremely time critical
environments other security checks have to be considered.
6. The proposed solution may be used on all kinds of
sensor nodes, no matter the microcontroller is, including
those measuring humidity, pressure, voltage, and other
electrical and non-electrical quantities.
VII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a simple method of keeping the time
accurate on a wireless sensor node network, by adding a
low-cost and low-power circuit to every node. The time is
kept locally, without the need to permanently synchronize
the time on the node before every data transmission. This
software eases the design of nodes, adding more flexibility
to the application designer. The saved energy on the node is
available for the main task, instead of consuming it on bulky
timekeeping algorithms. The precision of the time stamp on
every event depend only on the accuracy of the local lock
circuit, essentially on the quality of the crystal oscillator.
This solution has to be seriously considered for real
applications due to it's' effectiveness and low lost.
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